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Are you or someone you care about struggling with mental health difficulties? Do you feel as if
you are silently struggling in silence due to shame about your situation? Are you baffled trying
to figure out how to proceed or how to get help? Perform you feel like this gets in the form of
your pleasure and success? shame prospects to silence; It will also define what stigma is
usually in a way that makes it easy to comprehend. In his revolutionary reserve, Transforming
Stigma™: How to Become a Mental Wellness Superhero, Mike Veny offers a simple solution to
boost the lives of people fighting mental health challenges. It offers the framework for a
remedy that you can apply to yourself, all your family members, and your community. This
book shares breathtaking personal stats of his life that led him down the road to mental
wellness recovery. It&apos; silence leads to sabotage, self-destructive behavior, social
injustice, and suicide. Go through this publication to start out Transforming Stigma™ in your life
today. Transforming Stigma™ can be an expenditure in yourself. Mike&apos; It really is an
aggressive program that any person whose life offers been touched by mental wellness
challenges will benefit. Today, Mike has produced his life about assisting others transform
stigma through his are a well-respected speaker and writer. As a 2017 PM360 ELITE Award
Winner, Mike is regarded as one of the 100 most influential people in the healthcare industry.
And you will walk away with practical tools that you could apply immediately.s mission is to
help people heal emotional pain and find out meaning through simple ideas that empower
wellness and healthy relationships. The Stigma Cycle™ starts with shame; Meltdowns leading
to multiple remains at a mental hospital in his youthBeing expelled three times from school for
constant behavioral outburstsUse of medication to reduce his psychological instabilitySuicide
attemptsSelf-harmThe discovery he produced that ignited his mental wellness recoveryThis
isn't a superhero fantasy in a comic book--this is usually a non-fiction tale of how exactly we
can overcome one of the most significant issues we encounter: the stigma encircling mental
health. It really is experienced by people living with depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder,
borderline character disorder, schizophrenia, drug abuse, and many other disorders. The
agony of an eternity battling his personal mental health problems led Mike to the realization
that one of the most difficult obstacles in overcoming a mental health challenge is The Stigma
Cycle™.s personal knowledge with the debilitating and vicious Stigma Cycle™ helped him learn
how to transform stigma in his own life. After reading Transforming Stigma™: How to Become a
Mental Wellness Superhero you will: Understand The Stigma Cycle™Understand how exactly
to replace shame through self-careLearn how exactly to use discussion to transform
silenceLearn to transform sabotage, sociable injustice, self-destructive behavior, and suicide
through connecting with othersLearn innovative tips for suicide preventionHave a practical
plan for mental wellness recoveryThis reserve is a good resource for anyone interested in
learning even more about: Mental illnessChildren&apos;s mental healthAdolescent mental
healthAt-risk-youthPsychiatryPsychologySocial workThis publication is for you if mental
health advocacy and mental wellness are essential to you. It will give you a exclusive
perspective of what it feels as though to live with mental health challenges.s time and energy
to begin Transforming Stigma™. His company&apos; It is a never-ending cycle that's
experienced by individuals who struggle, and folks who love someone who struggles, with



mental health challenges.
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True, Vulnerable, Passionate, and Full of Great Advice Mental illness is on the rise, and while it
really is no more a taboo subject matter, many don't know how to discuss it.While we need
celebrities to level this message globally, right now there is nothing beats resonating with
someone locally who has walked a mile in one’s own shoes. This reserve is engaging,
effective, and full of helpful advice. True and vulnerable, the author's passion comes through
in a manner that makes you want to don that superhero cape and do yourself a favour and
others navigate this difficult path.There is a need for openness inside our culture towards
mental health and Veny opens up a significant dialogue. downs,m twists & It adds values to
this book. I started reading this publication and couldn’t put it straight down.).) for sending me
a e-copy of the book!Leading mental health speaker and high-energy drum facilitator, Mike
Veny, provides a passion forged simply by his own battles with nervousness, depression, and
obsessive-compulsive disorder to bear in tackling this complicated and important topic. I liked
how a little boy managing surroundings for which he lacked the various tools to cope (a la The
Hulk, Bruce Banner) was changed by the input of caring people at essential points into
someone finding his tone of voice by assisting others. Mike's book not only talks about it in an
effective way, nonetheless it teaches those who struggle with mental disease to live a far
more fulfilling life and it teaches others how exactly to effectively help.Is this an over-arching
tour de pressure on a topic that society needs to address? No. But I suspect that was hardly
ever this author’s aim. He is out there achieving hearts and minds, one individual at a time. He
includes a different take on mental issues as he provides been coping with it since his youth.
He shares what he experienced and the lessons he discovered, which is definitely all anyone
can really perform, isn't it? On the problems of mental challenges, we tend to be bombarded
and more acquainted with hearing from doctors and psychologists about analysis and
treatment etc. Although Mike Veny is not a doctor as he states many times in the publication.
Understanding Mental Health Challenges Transforming Stigma: How to Become a Mental
Wellness Superhero by Mike Veny is a fresh and unique take on mental illness; I wanted to
look at this book as soon as I learned all about it. Mike has issued a demand others to speak
our truth and share our struggles & I've worked in mental health for over 20 years and I've
acquired my own journey with anxiety and stress. You hardly ever know who in your circle or
environment is certainly fighting something. Mike Veny will an amazing job of empowering
people coping with mental health issues to live great manageable lives. Mike shared his
personal journey with mental disease -- the ups &. Poignant and raw- great read There exists
a radical honesty to Veny’s book about the stigma of mental health. His insights provide to
light having less sensitivity to mental wellness discussions. Informative This book was very
informative! I first want to thank Melissa Robles (who’s with Kate Tilton’s Author services! I will
recommend this book to many people I have the pleasure to come across every day. Personal
journey into facing mental health challenges is definitely a worthwhile read This book drew
my attention for several reasons. His journey is normally a compelling tale from troubled child
in and out of mental wellness services to professional drummer and motivational loudspeaker.
He does not have any formal certification in the field of mental health. It's not the same as my
tale but I can see my story IN this. Even reading the just stated “Don’t state: ‘He’s bipolar’
Perform say: ‘He is usually a person coping with bipolar disorder’ ” was a paradigm shift for me
personally. Veny not only provides reader an all access pass to his personal struggles, he also
provides a kind of manual partly three of his book. This book emphasizes open up
communication about mental health but also a call to prioritize your own mental health. This
reserve is very informative and inspiring. an empathetic watch of mental healthy and the way



it impacts the higher good. This is real stuff from true to life I purchased this publication at
among Mike's presentations therefore i got to hear firsthand a whole lot of what is presented
in this book. Also, it is necessary that for us as visitors to be more careful delicate in speech
and activities regarding people who have mental challenges. So I can say without reservation
that isn't some mumbo-jumbo medical stuff from a well intentioned "professional". Nor is it a
warm and fuzzy recovery story (or perhaps a brutal recovery tale!But my preconceptions flew
out the window when I started delving in to the first few chapters. It's a tale of lifestyle. Of a
lifestyle with challenges. It’s heartbreaking as he recounts his parent’s “tone” when they talk
about his mental health problems. And Mike allows people to have our very own stories
without being in competition to find who offers it worse or better. or should I say people
suffering from mental challenges. I enjoy Mike Veny so much for sharing his lifestyle’s story
amongst the pieces of advice he’s gained through the years. Then he gives cement guidelines
to transform stigma and live as a mental wellness superhero. Insightful, useful and inspsiring !
This reserve opened my eyes to many things, like that prevalence of people with mental
challenges in our every day life. It requires effort and dedication, but Mike has established
results. If you have ever battled with melancholy, you will understand what I mean. turns -- it
had been a poignant, personal and revealing tale with a content ending. Did you know 1 out of
5 Americans suffer from a form of mental challenge. There’s many bits from this reserve I’ve
highlighted in hopes their reminder will help me better my standings with my mental health
and trying not . Some reasons for 4 Stars: 1) I have PTSD. This book offers countless helfpul
tips. 2) The book reminds you to love yourself. 3) The writer shares his personal tale. Coupled
with that truth, I also stumbled upon this headline on Google: “Why are NY taxi motorists killing
themselves? 4) It offers hope. 5) It offers exactly what the title says. Beginning in his childhood
he testimonials his struggles and his successes.” So, We thought that any publication that
could provide insights and phone calls to actions, without drowning in jargon, would be a
normal choice to read. I read it in a single sitting.This examine is for anyone struggling with a
mental health issue, those that love them, or people who desire to be “superheroes” for the
reason; I value Mike’s authenticity in talking about stigma. This book is funny, severe, and
challenges you do self reflection. Great read! triumphs in order to educate others about
mental illness, dispel myths and help eradicate the stigma encircling mental illness -- in a
nutshell, become "mental wellness superheroes Awesome help! great examine.. He peppers
his writing with superhero comparisons which playfully breaks up this severe subject material
with sparks of levity. Although mentioning the links among suicide rates, addiction, poverty,
and an unhealthy mental health status, the book is even more of a personal journey than a
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders for Dummies. This reserve I was
remaining in awe of; it’s the exact kind of message I would’ve gained so much from in the
beginning of my mental wellness trip. There’s many bits out of this book I’ve highlighted in
hopes their reminder can help me better my standings with my mental health and trying not
to allow it be the one that comes out on top. But he provides it to you in a way that makes
crisis much less scary, that makes self care much less guilt-ridden, and makes mental health
convenient to talk about. We applaud his courage in telling his story and thank him for
stepping from the shadows of mental wellness stigma and becoming a super hero. Mike Veny
tells the brave tale of his existence with mental health problems. Must read! Mike is a special
human being with a note and a gift that may reach well beyond the webpages of the book or
actually the reach of his talks. I applaud his courage in telling his story and thank him for
stepping out of the shadows of mental wellness stigma and becoming a super hero. Instead



he shares his personal traumas, intimate struggles, and coping resources. I found it useful to
help me address my very own problems along with empowering me with great tools to pass
along to others. His composing style sometimes borders on rudimentary but this natural
narrative doesn't need flowery language. Many thanks Mike on your own insight on how best
to become a mental health superhero and the various tools needed to do so.
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